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Abstract.
In this note we give a measure requirement for a distributive lattice to be complemented, and therefore a boolean algebra. Applying this result and using measure style arguments, we get various topological results.
Given a distributive lattice containing 0, 1, we wish to give two different but connected requirements for the lattice to be complemented and therefore a boolean algebra. What makes this note of particular interest is that our main result is given in terms of measures. It is the measure representation which has been shown to be of great value in investigating the topological properties of the lattice.
We first define an anti-isomorphism T: Jz?x -► -2^ where 3'x,£?2 are distributive lattices containing 0, 1. We require T to be one-to-one and onto such that (a) T(a Ub) = T(a) n T(b) and (b) T(a nb) = T(a) u T(b) for all a, b G &x.
We now take F , an arbitrary collection of elements from Jz?x and, considering the set CF = {a G 5fx\a $ F}, we can show two facts, generalized from Bourbaki [1] : Fact 1. Let T: 5CX -* £?2 be an anti-isomorphism; then T[CF] is a prime -S^-filter iff F is a prime _2|-filter. is an ^-filter. Now, assuming all prime .2^-filters are maximal, by Fact 2 we can create H, an ^-filter; extending H to G, an Jz^-ultrafilter, and considering T~ [CG], we realize that if S?x is not complemented we violate Fact 1. With this, we can obtain a theorem which also follows from Bourbaki [1] . Theorem 1. Let SC be a distributive lattice containing 0,1 and suppose all prime ^-filters are maximal; then ¿2? is a boolean algebra.
We denote 1(2?) as the collection of all zero-one valued measures defined on the boolean algebra s/(¿¿?) generated by the lattice J? . We denote IR(S?) ç I(S?) as the set of all zero-one valued measures defined on sé (SC) where ßGlR(5?) if
for all A G sí (S?). Now, using Theorem 1 and a result from Bachman and Cohen [2] , we get the result:
Theorem 2. Let J? be a distributive lattice containing 0,1 and suppose I(2C) = IR(5f) ; then fz? is a complemented lattice.
We now can get some immediate topological results from Theorem 2.
(1) If we take a topological space X and let 3? = 0, the lattice of open sets, then if I(Jz?) = IR(3'), X is extremely disconnected. is T2. We call the lattice J? cocomplement generated if for all L g 5? we can write L = U" L'n , Ln G 2f. Again, using Theorem 2 and solely measure arguments we have Theorem 3. Let the lattice Sf be countably compact and cocomplement generated; then S? is complemented, and therefore a boolean algebra.
We again note that it is this measure approach to lattice properties and lattice topologies that is of interest. Further applications will be published elsewhere.
